In this paper, we present a combinational efficient algorithm for solving second-order elliptic ordinary differential equation eigenvalue problems on four kinds of meshes. Firstly, a combinational scheme is proposed by leveraging the linear finite element scheme and the second-order finite difference scheme based on mass lumping method. An efficient algorithm is constructed by using the combinational scheme with a constant combined parameter. Then, we improve the efficient algorithm by computing the quasi-optimal combined parameters for different eigenvalues. Finally, numerical experiments tested on both uniform and nonuniform meshes are shown to illustrate the efficiency of our algorithms.
Introduction
Studies on the eigenvalue problem have been a hot topic for many years. Problems of this kind have many applications in both applied mathematics and engineering, such as quantum mechanics, eigenfaces in image processing, vibration analysis, etc. There are many methods, such as the linear finite element method or the second-order finite difference method which always involve inevitably massive meshes and largescale computation. [1] [2] [3] To overcome the challenge of large-scale computation, one often exploits distributed or parallel algorithms. Although parallel algorithm is a good choice, it may not avoid expensive computational cost. Alternatively, one can design efficient algorithm with high accuracy for specific problem which can avoid large-scale computation. This is just our theme in this paper. At present, there are many researches on constructing high-accuracy algorithms for solving eigenvalue problems. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] In this paper, we will give an efficient algorithm for the ODE eigenvalue problems (1) with variable coefficient on four kinds of meshes by leveraging the linear finite element method and the second-order finite difference method. Especially, we design a second-order finite difference scheme with mass lumping method in the text and then compute the quasi-optimal combined parameters for different eigenvalues to improve our efficient algorithm. The second-order elliptic ODE eigenvalue problem can be described as follows
where p 2 C 1 ðIÞ, pðxÞ ! min x2I pðxÞ 4 0, and q 2 C 1 ðIÞ " I ¼ ½a, b.
Throughout this paper, ( f, g) denotes R 1 0 f ðtÞ gðtÞdt. As is well known, the Rayleigh quotient of ODE eigen-equation Lu ¼ u is defined as where H is called admissible space and E k is a kdimensional subspace of H. For a given finite-dimensional approximation subspace V h in H, the Petrov-Galerkin discrete Rayleigh quotient can be expressed as
The min-max principle also holds for the discrete form
Here, V k ranges over all k-dimensional subspace in V h . For a given basis f 1 , . . . , N g in V h and v h ¼ P q j j , the discrete Rayleigh quotient becomes
where K h and M h are stiffness matrix and mass matrix, respectively. K h is symmetric positive semidefinite and M h is symmetric positive definite. Then, this discrete Rayleigh quotient form (8) is equivalent to the following generalized matrix eigenvalue problem
Sun 4 presented two fourth-order accuracy schemes for solving the elliptic eigenvalue problems on the uniform mesh. Furthermore, Sun 5 gave some sixth-order schemes by linear combination of the fourth-order accuracy schemes with proper combination coefficients. But all those high-order accuracy schemes are just applicable to uniform meshes. In Zhang et al., 7 they generalized Sun's idea to nonuniform meshes, gave two fourth-order accuracy schemes and two sixthorder accuracy schemes. But all these high-order accuracy schemes only aim at eigenvalue problem (1) with constant coefficient in the eigen-equation, namely p and q are both constants.
In this paper, we aim at the case with variable coefficient in the eigen-equation (1) . By using the techniques of combinational method and mass lumping method, 2, 12 we construct an efficient algorithm. It is applicable to general eigenvalue problem (1) with variable coefficient q or p or both in the eigen-equation. That is,
. Case II
. Case III
Here, ðu 2 Þ 0 j @ ¼ 0 stands for the boundary conditions of the following cases: Although our efficient algorithm and its improved algorithm may not guarantee high-order accuracy, they both converge much faster for currently numerical experiments than the single linear finite element method or the corresponding finite difference method on the same mesh. Some numerical experiments tested on both uniform meshes and nonuniform meshes are given to illustrate the computational cost measured by the CPU time and grid size. For efficiency, all the matrices are assembled with sparse storage in the algorithm implementation. Typically, all the numerical experiments about the eigenvalue problems (10) to (12) are conducted when the boundary condition is uð0Þ ¼ uð1Þ ¼ 0. All the numerical experiments are tested on both the uniform and nonuniform meshes.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In An efficient algorithm for ODE eigenvalue problems, we propose an efficient algorithm by combining the linear finite element method and the corresponding second-order finite difference method with a constant combined parameter. In An improved efficient algorithm, we give an improved algorithm for the efficient algorithm given in the above section by computing the quasi-optimal combined parameters for different eigenvalues. In the following section, we give some numerical experiments to test our algorithms and in finally we give some conclusions.
An efficient algorithm for ODE eigenvalue problems
In this section, an efficient algorithm is constructed by taking a weighted mean combination of the linear finite element method and corresponding second-order finite difference method. Especially, we design the secondorder finite difference scheme with mass lumping method.
Firstly, we suppose u is the eigenfunction of problem (1), s is the linear interpolation of u on the mesh
Henceforth, h i denotes x i À x iÀ1 , mesh½h denotes such a mesh where h is the average step length of the mesh,
n . We define vector U as UðiÞ ¼ uðx i Þ. Then, the eigenvalue expression with finite element method is as below
It is equivalent to (9) . So, we propose a modified second-order finite difference scheme corresponding to the above linear finite element scheme as below
where hÁ, Ái denote the approximate inner product of ðÁ, ÁÞ. It is equivalent to
here, E h is the mass lumping matrix obtained from C h in the FEM scheme (15).
where D h is the mass lumping matrix obtained from M h in the FEM scheme (15). We call equation (18) as FDM scheme.
In the two schemes of equations (14) and (16), the discrete form for p(x) is p i ¼ pððx i þ x iÀ1 Þ=2Þ.
From Strang and Fix, 1 we know the numerical eigenvalues computed with the finite element scheme are not smaller than the genuine eigenvalues of (1). Conversely, according to George and Wolgang, 13 we know the FDM scheme on the uniform mesh leads to a lower bound of genuine eigenvalues under some constraints. Based on these two facts, we know any combinational scheme in the form of
can obtain a better approximate solution for equation (1) than individual linear finite element scheme F or the corresponding second-order finite difference scheme D on the uniform mesh under some constraints. How is it for the combinational scheme on the nonuniform mesh? Next, we choose proper combination coefficient to construct efficient algorithm for solving the eigenproblems (10) to (12) .
Theoretical analysis
We first take the arithmetic mean of equations (14) and (16) to construct our efficient algorithm.
We take a mean combination of the FEM scheme F and our modified FDM scheme D for the eigenvalue problems with variable coefficient q or p or both on the uniform and nonuniform meshes.
Next, we present our algorithm.
Algorithm structure
In our algorithm, we assemble K h with two parts A h and C h , assembleK h with A h and E h
, where E h is the lumping matrix of C h with proper boundary treatment. For the eigenproblem of equation (11) (Case I), the mass part
h is the lumping matrix of M h with proper boundary treatment. For efficiency and memory limit, we assemble all the matrices with sparse storage. Then we use ARPACK software to solve the corresponding generalized eigenvalue problem. n denotes grid size of the interval ½a, b, m denotes the number of eigenvalues to compute, and sp denotes the boundary condition. Our algorithm structure is described as Algorithm 1.
1: compute ld ¼ FDMðn, m, spÞ and lf ¼ FEMðn, m, spÞ concurrently; 2: la ¼ ðlf þ ld Þ=2; Return la. MCM: method of computing eigenvalues by using combinational method.
For a given initial value n ¼ n 0 , one can iterate the MCM algorithm to compute eigenvalues by updating n ¼ 2n until converge. The complete iterative structure is described as Algorithm 2. 
An improved efficient algorithm
In this section, we give an improved algorithm for the algorithm given in the above section by computing the quasioptimal combined parameters for every eigenvalue.
As we have known, eigenvalues obtained by the FEM scheme are not smaller than the exact ones while the FDM scheme are not bigger than those. The errors of the two schemes on mesh½h and mesh½2h can be expressed as
Then we can compute the quasi-optimal combined parameters as below
Here, and depend on both the eigenvalues and the mesh. In this way, we can improve the error
(higher than second order) theoretically. This improved scheme C means higher accuracy approximation of the true eigenvalues. For a given initial value n = n 0 , one can iterate this algorithm to compute eigenvalues by updating n = 2n until converge. Firstly, we compute ld 1 ¼ FDMðn, mÞ, lf 1 ¼ FEMðn, mÞ, ld 2 ¼ FDMð2n, mÞ, lf 2 ¼ FEMð2n, mÞ concurrently. Then, define
Here, and are both vectors, is just the vector of quasi-optimal combined parameters for every eigenvalue of equation (19). Lastly, we iterate the above steps and update until converge. The improved algorithm structure is described as Algorithm 3. error ¼ normðer, 1Þ; Return lc, n. QOCM:Algorithm by using quai-optimal combinational method.
Algorithm 4 FEM (n,m,sp) Require: Two integers n ! 0, m ! 0, Real x1, x2, Bool sp. Ensure: The numerical eigenvalues of 1 
Obtain the Interval subdivision of ½a, b:
½x, H ¼ meshðn, x1, x2Þ; 4: Assign col, lin;
Left boundary treatment; 5:
Return lf. Algorithm to compute eigenvalues by using the FEM scheme. Left boundary treatment; 5:
ld ¼ sortðld Þ; Return ld. Algorithm to compute eigenvalues by using the FDM scheme 
Numerical experiments
In this section, we give some numerical experiments to test the efficient algorithm MCMðn, mÞ and its improved algorithm QOCMðn, mÞ, respectively, for eigenvalue problems (10) to (12) . Then, compare with the algorithms FEMðn, mÞ, FDMðn, mÞ computed with finite element scheme and the corresponding finite difference scheme. Typically, we conduct all the numerical experiments about the eigenvalue problems (10) to (12) when the boundary condition is uð0Þ ¼ uð1Þ ¼ 0. Calling the algorithms FEMðn, mÞ, FDMðn, mÞ, MCMðn, mÞ and QOCMðn, mÞ, we respectively compute the smallest four eigenvalues ld, lf, la, lc for case I: qðxÞ ¼ 2 cosð2xÞ, case II: pðxÞ ¼ 1 þ e x , and case III: qðxÞ ¼ 2 cosð2xÞ and pðxÞ ¼ 1 þ e x , on both uniform mesh and nonuniform mesh. We take x 2 ½0, =2. Give the symbol description as follows: In all the experiments, we set grid size starter n 0 ¼ 20 and refine the mesh with grid size n ¼ 2 i Ã n 0 in the i À th iteration.
With the same accuracy requirement as above, we test the gird sizes n and time cost of the four algorithms when converge. All the example are tested on four kinds of meshes as follows Firstly, we compare the efficient algorithm MCM to algorithms FEM and FDM by observing er d ½80, er f ½80, er a ½80, namely, the iterative errors from n ¼ 40 to n ¼ 80 for the four algorithms tested on No.1-No.4 meshes as shown in Figure  1 and Table 1 . Figure 1 and Table 1 show that when the mesh is refined to n ¼ 80, the algorithm MCMðn, mÞ has much higher accuracy than algorithms FEMðn, mÞ and FDMðn, mÞ on all the four kinds of meshes.
When all the four algorithms converge within tolerance eps ¼ 1:0e À 4, the error vectors are shown in Figure 2 , time cost is shown in Figure 3 , and the final refined grid sizes n are shown in Figure 4 and Table 3 . Figure 4 and Table 3 show that when mesh is refined to n ¼ 80, the algorithm MCMðn, mÞ has much higher accuracy than algorithms FEMðn, mÞ and FDMðn, mÞ on all the four kinds of meshes. Moreover, the uniform mesh does not always have advantage over nonuniform mesh. Case II with variable coefficient of pðxÞ in the eigen-equation is just a counter-example.
When all the four algorithms iteration terminate within tolerance eps ¼ 1:0e À 4, the error vectors are as shown in Figure 5 , time cost is shown in Figure 6 , and the final refined grid sizes n are shown in Table 4 . We firstly compare the efficient algorithm MCM to algorithms FEM and FDM by observing er d ½80, er f ½80, er a ½80, namely, the iterative errors from n ¼ 40 to n ¼ 80 for the four algorithms tested on No.1-No.4 meshes as shown in Figure 7 and Table 5 . Figure 7 and Table 5 show that when mesh is refined to n ¼ 80, the algorithm MCMðn, mÞ has much higher accuracy than algorithms FEMðn, mÞ and FDMðn, mÞ on all the four kinds of meshes.
When all the four algorithms converge within tolerance eps ¼ 1:0e À 4, the error vectors are as shown in Figure 8 , time cost is shown in Figure 9 , and the final refined grid sizes n are shown in Table 6 . All of experiments are tested on No.1-No.4 meshes.
From Figures 1, 4 , and 7 and Table 1 , 3, and 5, we can know that the iterative errors of the MCM algorithms have similar variation trend for different variable coefficients qðxÞ, pðxÞ on all the four kinds of meshes. So, it is with FDM and FEM. As FEM and FDM still change in opposite trends (just as the case in qðxÞ, pðxÞ are constant), the combinational scheme of (19) can obtain a better approximate solution for the variable coefficients eigenproblems of cases (10) to (12) than individual linear finite element scheme F or the corresponding second finite difference scheme D . As the iterative error of the MCM varies almost as a horizontal line comparing to FEM, FDM, we know ¼ 0:5 is a good combined parameter for (19), particular for case I. As Figures 2, 3 , 5, 6, 9, and 8 and Tables 2, 4 , and 6 show, with the same accuracy requirement, for different variable coefficient qðxÞ, pðxÞ and different kinds of meshes, the efficient algorithm QOCM is always much better than the algorithms FEM and FDM, especially for case I. Algorithm QOCM costs much less (CPU) time and much less mesh refinement than FEM and FDM algorithms under the same accuracy requirement. Moreover, the grid size that algorithms FEM and FDM need are nearly 30 times of QOCM for case I and even 60 times for case III. Although the algorithm MCM is no better than the QOCM, it is also more efficient than the algorithms FEM and FDM. Particularly, on the uniform mesh, MCM has the same efficiency with QOCM. While for case I and case III the eigenvalues obtained with uniform mesh have better accuracy, the uniform mesh does not always have advantage over nonuniform mesh. Case II with variable coefficient of pðxÞ in the eigen-equation is just a counter-example.
Conclusions
By leveraging the linear finite element method and second-order finite difference method, the combinational scheme we propose for solving eigenvalue problems with variable coefficient is effective and quite efficient. Although our efficient algorithm and its improved algorithm may not guarantee high-order accuracy, they both converge much faster than the single linear finite element method or the corresponding finite difference method on the same mesh. The numerical experiments in section IV show that, with the same accuracy requirement, for different variable coefficient qðxÞ, pðxÞ, the algorithm QOCM and MCM take less time and need much smaller grid size than the algorithms FEM and FDM on all the four kinds of meshes. The efficient algorithm may be more applicable for eigenproblem (11) , while its improved algorithm for eigenproblems (10) and (12) . The grid size that Algorithms FEM and FDM need are nearly 30 times of QOCM for case I and even 60 times for case III. Namely, our two algorithms are really more efficient than algorithms FEM and FDM and are applicable to compute several eigenvalues at the same time. Moreover, both our efficient algorithm and its improved algorithm are easy to parallelize.
